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Project objectives

 OPTA commissioned Analysys Mason to develop
the fixed and mobile BULRIC model

 The project objectives are to:

 develop a conceptual approach to the model in 
consultation with the Dutch industry

 prepare data requests for the Dutch fixed and mobile 
operators

 construct and populate a draft model

 consult with the Dutch industry on the draft model

 finalise model and provide costing results to OPTA

Introduction
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We are reaching the conclusion of 
our project and timetable

Today

Introduction
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Today’s aims

 Explain the adjustments made to the draft model in 
response to industry input, and the general impact of 
these changes on the modelled costs

 Summarise where certain industry viewpoints have not 
been taken into account and why

 Explain the final results of the model and the main 
reason for changes arising

 Inform the industry group of the model documentation, 
consultation replies, and model files which will be 
distributed later

Introduction
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A reminder of the modular approach 
to the construction of the model

Market
module

Mobile/fixed module Service costing module

Market 
volumes

Network 
costs

Route 
sharing 
analysis

Unit costs

Incremental 
costing and 

routeing 
factors

Network 
asset 

dimensioning
Network 

expenditures

Service unit 
costs

KEY Input ‘Active’ calculation Result

Depreciation

Network 
assumptions

Network 
geodata

‘Offline’ calculation

Inter-
connection 
module

Operator 
volumes

Market share

Introduction

Calculations
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Major adjustments include 
migration effects in both models
 Migration off the modelled voice and data technologies

 Fixed-only:

 VoIP platform software treatment

 network buildings

 WACC

 Mobile-only:

 mobile network cell radii and related inputs

 two adjustments to the mobile network design in the 
pure BULRIC case without termination traffic

Major adjustments
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Major adjustments – what impact?

 Some of the “major” adjustments have little impact on the results of 
the cost model for voice termination

 However, they are discussed here as they represent a change of 
principle or a particularly extensive issue discussed during the
consultation 

 The changes that do have a measurable impact on the cost of voice 
termination are:

 migration in both fixed 
and mobile networks

 VoIP software platform 
in the fixed model

 adjustments to the mobile 
pure BULRIC calculation

Major adjustments

The traffic-related costs of fixed and mobile 
voice termination increase (by 10–20%)

VoIP platform software costs per minute 
(around EUR0.4 cents) are added to the fixed 
plus and pure BULRIC results

One adjustment removes, the other adds, 
around EUR0.5 cents from/to the pure 
BULRIC of mobile termination
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Migration off the modelled voice 
and data technologies
 The conceptual approach stated that the modelled NGNs 

should operate for ‘at least 25 years’

 The draft model assumed that both the fixed NGN and 
2G+3G mobile networks operated in perpetuity for the 
50-year modelling period

 Many industry parties commented that migration off the 
modelled technologies was:

 inevitable, and

 expected in line with current technology roadmaps

 We have accepted this viewpoint within the model

Major adjustments: Migration
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Technology-specific assets are 
treated with a migration profile
 We have defined a set of 

network elements in the fixed 
and mobile networks which are 
treated with a migration profile

 This profile reduces the output 
from which the costs are 
recovered

 This results in an increase to 
fixed and mobile network costs

 This profile is identical to that 
applied in OPTA’s 2006 mobile 
BULRIC model
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Other network elements are 
operated in perpetuity
 Whilst we apply the migration profile to technology-

specific assets, other parts of the network will continue to 
be operated and, independent of migration, will support: 

 the output from the modelled technology, and 

 the output from the next (un-modelled) technology

 Because we are not modelling the next technology 
generation, the unit costs of traffic in the model from 
2015 cannot be used to obtain the total cost of traffic

 until 2014, 100% of traffic is carried on the 
modelled technology and therefore, costs are 
100% valid

Major adjustments: Migration
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Classification of network assets
Major adjustments: Migration

PCU, GGSN, 
SGSN

Interconnect 
equipment

MSC, MSS and 
MGW

Call server and 
software

BSC and RNCSBC

2G and 3G licence 
fees

WDM transmission

NodeB, channel kit 
and HSPA 

Switches and 
routers

BTS and TRXMSAN

Mobile networkFixed network

Enduring assets

Main Switching 
sites

Platforms which 
are replaced 
rapidly (DNS, 
BRAS, Radius, 
VMS, IN, WBS, 
NMS)

Platforms which 
are replaced (HLR, 
AUC, EIR, SMSC, 
MMSC, VMS, IN, 
WBS, NMS)

Transmission links 
and dark fibre

Trench and fibre 
cables

Radio sites and 
ancillary 
equipment

Switch sites and 
ancillary 
equipment

Mobile networkFixed network

Technology-specific assets

Source: Analysys Mason
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Fixed: VoIP platform software

 The fixed network voice platform consists of call servers and
VoIP software. The software controls the platform; the hardware 
processes the IP call streams

 In the draft model, VoIP software was allocated to subscribers
(as it is sometimes charged per SIP account)

 However, we have now treated the VoIP platform software in
the same way as the hardware (incremental to traffic)

 some contracts for VoIP platform software are per minute

 this is consistent with the way in which we treat software for 
other network hardware components (e.g. MSC, IN, BSC)

 This change results in a material increase to both plus and pure
BULRIC fixed termination results

Major adjustments: Fixed-only
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Fixed: network buildings

 KPN’s network has a large estate of switch buildings

 The cable operators have a smaller estate of buildings

 In the draft model, we made a high-level estimate of the costs of 
fixed network buildings for the NGN

 It is well known that KPN expects building reductions in its eventual 
NGN

Major adjustments: Fixed-only

3 000 00012Core

1 000 000145Distribution

5 000 0004National

750 000819Large metro

375 000379Small metro

Unit cost, 
EUR 

NumberBuilding

Gross replacement 
cost of real estate

EUR957 million

Draft model

Source: Draft model
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We received further information 
from KPN and re-estimated
 Three aspects were applied:

 building replacement costs: around EUR2200 per 
m2 in towns and villages, around EUR4000 per m2 in 
cities 

 building contents: cable access, MDF, cabling, 
MSAN, fibre connection, routers and switches
(in the higher nodes)

 building ancillary/support equipment: PSU, 
aircon/cooling, generator/battery, fire control, tools 
and equipment, personnel facilities and local IT, 
security

Major adjustments: Fixed-only
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The buildings are now larger at 
national, smaller at local level

Major adjustments: Fixed-only

62 million125 200 00040001300Core

191 million1451 320 0002200600Distribution

64 million416 000 00040004000National

450 million819550 0002200250Large metro

83 million379220 0002200100Small metro

Total GRC 
of estate, 

EUR

Number of 
buildings

Cost per 
building, 

EUR

Capital cost 
per m2, 

EUR

Estimated 
average 
size, m2

Node

Gross replacement cost of real estate

EUR852 million

Final model

Source: Final model
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Fixed: WACC

 The draft fixed model used a WACC based on the beta, 
debt-risk premium and gearing of KPN (or a fixed 
incumbent operator benchmark)

 The fixed BULRIC model refers to an operator with 50% 
market share – it is not specifically KPN

 Analysys Mason has recently calculated the WACC for a 
cable operator in the Netherlands

 Therefore, in order to reflect both KPN and cable 
operators at 50% market share, we have averaged the 
KPN and cable WACC together to give 7.38% (real)

Major adjustments: Fixed-only
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Mobile: cell radii and related inputs

 We received various comments on the mobile radio 
network design

 A number of changes were made:

 1800MHz cell radius (though not used for coverage)

 2100MHz cell radius

 application of an indoor cell radius with an indoor 
population coverage percentage

 sharing of spectrum in border areas

 co-siting of UMTS base stations on GSM sites

Major adjustments: Mobile-only
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Changes to radio inputs have been 
checked against actual networks
 Whilst changing the inputs to the network design, it was 

important for us to retain a reasonable level of scorched-
node calibration with the actual networks on the ground

 We did not accept all criticisms on radio modelling made 
by industry parties (e.g. use of ZIP4 population, geotype
thresholds, gaps in geotype mapping such as Schiphol)

 Full discussion of all comments will be provided in the 
final model documentation

Major adjustments: Mobile-only
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Mobile: pure BULRIC network 
design
 In the calculation of pure BULRIC in the mobile network 

we run the model without wholesale mobile voice call 
termination – which is 25% of the network voice load

 A number of network design parameters are assumed to 
reduce if this traffic load is removed

 In the final model, we have:

 corrected (removed) one of the rules applied in the 
draft model

 added a new rule for spectrum variation with traffic

Major adjustments: Mobile-only
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Mobile pure BULRIC: corrected the 
indoor coverage reduction
 The removal of mobile termination traffic volumes results 

in a reduction in GSM sites and UMTS sites (through 
lower traffic and a relaxation of cell-breathing)

 both of these reduce available indoor signals

 The draft model incorrectly applied a second reduction to 
indoor coverage in the without termination case

 with a change to the “indoor cell radius multiplier”

 The erroneous adjustment to the “indoor cell radius 
multiplier” has been removed from the final model

Major adjustments: Mobile-only
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Mobile pure BULRIC: addition of 
spectrum variation with traffic
 In the conceptual approach paper, we recognised that 

some spectrum could form part of the incremental cost of 
wholesale termination

 The draft model did not reflect any spectrum reductions 
in the situation where mobile termination was not carried 

 In the final model, we now remove 25% of the GSM 
spectrum allocation (from the DCS band) when 
wholesale termination traffic is removed

 UMTS spectrum is operated in 25MHz carriers and
supports HSPA services. Applying a 25% reduction in 
voice load does not reduce the spectrum allocation

Major adjustments: Mobile-only
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Other small adjustments – applying 
to both fixed and mobile models

Various small revisions to the market forecast

Minor ring modifications (for redundancy)

Corrections to the pure BULRIC calculation

Other smaller adjustments

discussed on the following slides

1

2

3
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Various small revisions to the 
market forecast

 Based on operator comments and OPTA’s 1H09 SMM

 Update to mobile penetration

 Further decline in fixed voice traffic, lower growth in 
mobile voice traffic

 Reduction in the proportion of mobile origination that is to 
international, and to on-net destinations

 Increased SMS usage

 Increased mobile broadband data usage – long-term 
forecast set to 3500Mbytes per mobile broadband user 
per annum

Other smaller adjustments

1
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Minor ring modifications for 
redundancy

 The Noord-Holland ring only joins the 
national network at one point 
(Amsterdam)

 The North-East ring only connects to the 
mobile backbone in one city (Arnhem)

 Therefore, the route Amsterdam to The 
Hague has been rerouted via Haarlem 
for redundant connection to a clockwise 
or anti-clockwise node

 The North-East and Utrecht-Flevoland 
rings in the mobile network have been 
inter-leaved so that they have redundant 
connections to the backbone

Ring modifications

Other smaller adjustments

2

Source: Analysys Mason
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Corrections to the pure BULRIC 
calculation 

 The final stage of the pure BULRIC calculation “unitises” the avoided 
economic costs into a per-minute rate

 The calculation has been corrected so that it (1) calculates the total avoided 
cost correctly and (2) unitises with reference to the load-up curve applied to 
termination traffic volumes

 The effect is that pure BULRIC costs are slightly higher in the long term

Model with 
MT traffic

Expenditures 
with MT 

(asset, time)

Output profile 
with MT 

(asset, time)

Model without 
MT traffic

Expenditures 
without MT 

(asset, time)

Output profile 
without MT 

(asset, time)

Difference in 
expenditures 
(asset, time)

Difference in 
output profile 
(asset, time)

Economic 
cost of 

difference 
(asset, time)

LRIC per 
minute (time)

MT traffic 
minutes 
(time)

Capexand opex
cost trends 

(asset, time)

Total 
economic 

cost of 
difference 

(time)

Model with 
voice termination

traffic

Expenditures 
with voice

termination 
(asset, time)

Output profile 
with voice

termination
(asset, time)

Model without 

Expenditures 
without voice
termination

(asset, time)

Output profile 
without voice
termination
(asset, time)

Difference in 
expenditures 
(asset, time)

Difference in 
output profile 
(asset, time)

Economic 
cost of 

difference 
(asset, time)

BULRIC per 
minute (time)

Voice termination
traffic 

minutes 
(time)

Capex and opex
cost trends 

(asset, time)

Total 
economic 

cost of 
difference 

(time)

Run model with all 
traffic

Run model with all 
traffic except 

termination increment 
volume

We use a macro in the 
Excel file to do this

voice termination
traffic

Load-up curve 
applying to voice 

traffic

(1)

(2)

Other smaller adjustments

3
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Fixed-specific adjustments

 VoIP bit rate

 Reduction of VoD traffic

 Adjustment of the plus 
subscribers (access)
network mark-up

Adjusted so that VoIP rate is now a time series as follows:

• 95kbit/s until 2010

• 132.8kbit.s in 2012 (based on 10ms packetisation)

• 148.8kbit/s in 2014 (based on IPv6 headers)

In the draft Plus Subscribers BULRAIC model, the subscriber 
(access) costs were marked up to the core network traffic 
costs using an equi-proportional mark-up

The facility has been included within the final model to also 
allocate fixed subscriber (access) costs using a specified 
proportion recovered from voice traffic

Only 40% of VoD traffic has been applied to the fixed model 
because a copper access MSAN-based network would be 
unable to provide VDSL signals to all homes in the area (due 
to copper distance)

Other smaller adjustments
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Mobile-specific adjustments

 Treatment of MSC-
MSS/MGW and 
STM-IP migration

 MNP and related 
costs

Because of the short period between MSC-MSS/MGW and 
STM-IP deployments in the mobile model, we have 
accepted one operator’s comment that these should be 
treated within the same technology generation and cost-
recovery cycle. Therefore, rather than modelling a 
migration within a migration, we have applied the economic 
depreciation cost recovery for all of these assets to the full 
operational period of the deployed 2G+3G technology (to 
2019).

This results in a smooth economic cost path over time 
rather than one with a large step-change after 3 years of 
operation

A mobile number portability platform has been added to the 
mobile model, including associated support and COIN 
costs

Other smaller adjustments
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Universal issues not accepted
Slower load-up curves should be used for fixed and 
mobile traffic (migration too optimistic; new entrant 
would take longer to reach scale)

Labour costs increase faster than inflation; operating 
expenditures increase with migration off the network

Costs should be separated between up and 
downstream costs and allocated separately to 
up/downstream traffic

Fixed (core) network market share should be 20–25%; 
mobile market share should be less than 33% as there 
may be new entry

Industry viewpoints not resulting in model changes

discussed on the following slides

1

2

3

4
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“Slower load-up curves should be 
used for fixed and mobile traffic”

 Model already uses 5 years for 
residential voice and 10 years 
for business voice load-up

 Cable operators in the 
Netherlands represent 100% 
NGN voice from (digital cable) 
launch

 KPN’s residential VoIP service 
has seen recent rapid take-up 

 All voice on NGN by 2016 is 
therefore conservative

 We are modelling the 
deployment of a new 2G+3G 
network in 2004

 No operator was, in reality, 
deploying such a network or 
migrating all of its volumes 
from a legacy network to a 
2G+3G network from 2004

 Therefore applying a load-up 
curve to the existing mobile 
network operator model is 
conservative

Fixed Mobile

Industry viewpoints not resulting in model changes

1
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“Labour costs increase faster than 
inflation”

 Labour costs do not increase 
faster than inflation over the 
long run: from 2000 to 2010, 
labour costs have matched 
inflation (see below)

 If operating expenditures 
increase with migration off the 
network, then all the major 
operators will already be 
incurring these costs (KPN in 
NGN and mobile operators in 
2G to 3G)

 The model already reasonably 
reflects the levels of actual 
operator expenditure, therefore 
additional operating 
expenditure allowances are 
unnecessary40
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“Costs should be separated for 
upstream and downstream services”

 Some traffic services do have an asymmetric pattern

 However, symmetrical capacity is typically deployed in a 
network (e.g. duplex 1Gbit/s links, paired mobile 
spectrum)

 Therefore, the costs of the duplex capacity should not be 
separated from the service that caused the downstream 
capacity to be required and allocated elsewhere

 e.g. it would be inefficient to deploy Gbits of fixed 
network capacity for voice traffic uplink when it is the 
large Gbits of xDSL traffic which cause the capacity to 
be installed in the first place

Industry viewpoints not resulting in model changes

3
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“Fixed market share should be less 
than 50%”: OPTA’s conclusion 

 Economies of scale in fixed networks are very large: 
possibly just one national operator could supply traffic at 
the lowest cost

 Including a large number of fixed network operators will 
not set an efficient cost for wholesale fixed termination; 
deployment of a many national trench+fibre networks 
cannot be justified on this basis

 Therefore, two national networks with the modelled
3-layer ring structure is assumed to be a reasonably 
efficient network structure to provide the efficient cost for 
delivering voice termination

Industry viewpoints not resulting in model changes

4
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“Mobile market share should be 
less than 33%”: OPTA’s conclusion

 It is not appropriate to take possible future entry into the value 
of N selected, since an increase of cost due to future entry 
would not lead to an efficient cost price. This approach does 
not mean that future entry is disregarded or unlikely

 MVNOs use significant parts of the networks of full network 
operators and this should not result in a significant decrease in 
the utilisation of the full network operators. The proportion of
costs which they replicate is limited, and inefficiencies can be
mitigated by endogenous business decisions on their cost 
base

 Three current national operators are assumed to determine 
the efficient cost of mobile voice termination

Industry viewpoints not resulting in model changes

4
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Fixed/mobile issues not applied 

 The model should deploy 
99.9% UMTS coverage

 The model assumes super-
efficient mobile network 
deployment neglecting certain 
real-world effects

 Mobile network capital cost 
trends should be steeper

 Physical redundancy (A and B 
rings) should be deployed in 
the fixed core

 Calculated costs of mobile data 
are too optimistic, and assume 
too great a recovery of cost 
from data services

 The costs of spectrum 
procurement and inefficiencies 
in spectrum allocation should 
be added to the model

 Fixed buildings should be 
allocated by space not traffic

Fixed

Mobile

Industry viewpoints not resulting in model changes

Discussed in the model documentation
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Plus BULRAIC and Pure BULRIC 
results for fixed and mobile

Final service costing results
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Plus BULRAIC 0.0246 0.0236 0.0227 0.0221 0.0217 

Pure BULRIC 0.0130 0.0124 0.0119 0.0116 0.0114 

NOMINAL plus
BULRAIC

0.0246 0.0240 0.0237 0.0235 0.0235 

NOMINAL pure
BULRIC

0.0130 0.0126 0.0124 0.0123 0.0123 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
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Regional incoming
calls (direct)

0.0064 0.0063 0.0063 0.0062 0.0062 

National incoming calls 0.0064 0.0064 0.0063 0.0063 0.0062 

NOMINAL regional
incoming (direct)

0.0064 0.0065 0.0065 0.0066 0.0067 

NOMINAL national
incoming

0.0064 0.0065 0.0066 0.0066 0.0067 

Pure BULRIC with
VoIP licences

0.0042 0.0042 0.0041 0.0041 0.0041 

NOMINAL pure
BULRIC with VoIP
licences

0.0042 0.0042 0.0043 0.0044 0.0045 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Source: Final model. Real and nominal results are shown (based on +2% inflation per annum)
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Our draft model is in the middle of 
the debate

Scale of costs

Estimated 4 FTE for 
interconnection 

activities

“at least 2x more FTE required”“at least 2x less FTE required”  

Cost recovery

Hypothetical
efficient 5 networks 

at 4 locations

“many indirect interconnect  
relationships means that costs 

cannot be recovered”

“interconnecting parties of similar
size can agree to pay nothing to 
each other; problem arises with 

small requesting from large”

The costs of interconnection establishment

Source: Operator discussions
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Based on operator comments, we 
have revised the calculations

The costs of interconnection establishment

Equipment 
components

Space 
components

Maintenance 
components 

Preparation 
components

Network 
testing 8200per locationTermination of interconnection at a location

per major upgrade
per quarterly upgrade

per location

per operator

5700
1000

Expansion of existing interconnection at a location

31 000Network integration, additional interconnection point

50 700Network interconnection and integration, first switch

EURInterconnect set-up: one-time charges

2000per operatorMonthly interconnection management overheads, 
finance and invoicing 

per E1 per month 62Share of interconnection gateway and 
interconnection ports – capex, installation, ongoing 
operations and maintenance

EURInterconnect set-up: monthly charges

includes: share of land, replacement cost of building, rent, interconnect connections, 
ODF/DDF, PSU, aircon, space preparation, 0.1kwH, cabinet, connection and installation costs

570per monthper 2m2 footprint (fully prepared, powered and 
cooled secure cabinet space)

EURCo-location: monthly fee

Source: Final model
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Final model and documentation

 The final model and associated documents will be issued 
to industry parties with OPTA’s public consultation

 Documentation on the draft model consultation will also 
be provided: paraphrased operator comments without 
confidential information will be included, along with our 
responses to technical issues

 market analysis and pricing issues will be covered by 
OPTA

Next steps
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Main contacts

For OPTA

Huib de Kleijn

+31 70 315 35 83

h.dekleijn@opta.nl
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Ian Streule

+44 1223 460600

ian.streule@analysysmason.com
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